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Activity Notes

1A Revising classification of angles

T: We're going to review what we've learned about angles so far.
Can you list the different types of angles from 0 360° to ?

(Acute, right, obtuse angles, straight line,
reflex angle, complete turn)

T: Let's look at the angles on this OS.

OS 11.1

e.g.

P
1
: The first angle is acute.  Angles of less than 90 °  are acute

angles.

1B Revising measurement of angles

T: Check that you remember how to measure angles using your
protractors.

OS 11.2

1C Constructing angles

T: If you can measure angles, you can also construct them. Who'd
like to demonstrate at BB how to construct an angle of 40 °  ?

T: Now construct an angle of 110 °  !

UNIT 11 Lesson Plan 1
Angles,
Bearings
and Maps

Reviewing Angles

Whole class activity.

Ps have repeated information
about angles several times (Y8:
Units 1, 3, 5, 6) since studying
the topic in depth last year, so
they should be able to recall the
facts quickly.  If not, T must go
over them slowly and ensure that
tall Ps understand.

T puts OS on OHP, with the
words covered, and asks Ps to
name the types of angles and
define them. T agrees, uncovers
the text and praises, angle by
angle.

Each P is given a copy of OS
11.2 to work on.

Firstly, T asks Ps to place their
protractor on angle A at the
position they think right. T walks
among Ps, looking at their
positioning of protractors and
agrees, praises, and asks Ps to
continue measuring. If necessary
T corrects individual Ps. T
demonstrates at BB, using board
equipment, if several Ps are
struggling.

Then T continues monitoring Ps'
work, stopping them to discuss
finding the reflex angle (D)  if
they are having problems with
this.

At the end: checking the sizes
and types of the angles. Praising.

Diagram A B C D

Angle °( ) 60 ° 130 ° 90 ° 300 °
Type acute obtuse right reflex

A volunteer P shows and
explains, at BB, using board
equipment, the construction of
an acute angle.

Other Ps listen, then do the same
in Ex.Bs. T praises, monitors
(and helps) Ps and praises again.

Then an obtuse angle is
constructed with monitoring/
checking, helping and praising
by T.

20 mins

Ps will each need a protractor,
a pair of compasses and a ruler
for the lessons of this Unit
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UNIT 11 Lesson Plan 1
Angles,
Bearings
and Maps

Reviewing Angles

(continued)

2 Practice measuring angles
T: Measure the following angles and decide how to classify each one.

PB 11.1, Q1 (a), (d) ((a)  45° , acute    (d)  50 ° ,  acute)

PB 11.1, Q2 (a), (d), (e) ((a)  97° , obtuse   (d)  186° , reflex

 (e)  274 ° , reflex)

27 mins

3A Continuing revision

T: Which of these angles can be inside a triangle?
(Acute, right and obtuse angles)

T: Why?  What can we say about the angles in a triangle?
(The interior angles in any triangle add up to 180 °)

T: And what about quadrilaterals?
(Their interior angles add up to 360 ° )

T: How can you prove this?
(By dividing a quadrilateral into two triangles)

T: So can a quadrilateral contain types of angle that a triangle
cannot? (A quadrilateral can also contain a reflex angle)

T: And what about the angle of 180 °  ?  That is also less than 360 ° .
(?)

T: We'll come to this later.  But now, we'll check what we've said
about triangles.

PB 11.1, Q4 ((a)  40 40 100° ° °, ,   (b)  180 °)

T (after agreeing the sizes of the angles):  What else can you say
about triangles which have two equal angles?

(There are two equal sides opposite the two equal angles)

T: What name is given to a triangle like this?(Isosceles triangle)

T: What other types of triangle do you know?
(Scalene, equilateral, right-angled)

etc.

35 mins

4 Parallelograms

T: What kind of quadrilateral do we call a parallelogram?
(One with both pairs of opposite sides equal and parallel)

T: And what about its angles?  This is what we're going to look at
now:

(a) Construct a parallelogram with sides of length 5.5 cm
and 4 cm and one angle 65° .

(b) Measure/find all the interior and exterior angles of the
parallelogram.

Individual work, monitored,
helped.

Verbal checking of the sizes and
classifications.

Agreement, correction (re-
measuring) at home, feedback,
praising.

Whole class activity, revising
interactively.

Individual work, monitored,
helped.

Verbal checking, recalling the
types of triangles.

One or two minutes can be
spent with T asking more
questions (e.g. What do you
know about the angles of an
equilateral triangle?  What do
we call the sides of a right-
angled triangle? What is
Pythagoras' Theorem?) to
ensure that Ps do not forget
these important facts.  T should
do this whenever possible.

Task appears on OHP.

Individual work.

Before starting, T and Ps
discuss how to construct a
parallelogram from these data.
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and Maps

Reviewing Angles

4

45 mins

Set homework

PB 11.1, Q5

PB 11.1, Q8

PB 11.1, Q9

(continued)

A volunteer P comes to BB to
give a possible plan (see
Lesson Plan 6.1 from earlier
this year).

Then Ps work, T monitors,
helping slower Ps and
correcting and checking around
the class.  When all Ps have
finished constructions (some
will already be measuring the
angles), T stops the work for a
discussion on how to determine
exterior angles. Volunteer P
shows the others on the plan
drawn on BB earlier in the
lesson.

Then individual work
continues.

Finally, answers to question (b)
are marked on the angles on the
plan on BB, and their sizes are
given. Discussion to explain
why all the angles are equal to
65°  or 115° .  Praising.
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Angles,
Bearings
and Maps

1 Checking homework

PB 11.1, Q5 (a)  65 99 80 116° ° ° °, , ,      (b)  360 °

PB 11.1, Q8 (a)  a b c= ° = ° = °34 117 209, ,

(b)  34 117 209 360° + ° + ° = °

PB 11.1, Q9 (a)  x y= ° = °45 135,    (b)  x y+ = °180

5 mins

2A Independent angles

Activity 11.1, Q1

2B Activity 11.1, Q2 (c)   changed

14 mins

3 Naming angles according to their position

T: We've seen that, if a line intersects (a pair of) parallel lines and
one of the angles is known, all the other angles can be determined.
Some of the angles will be in the same position as the known
angle, others will be in an opposite position, others will
supplement the known angle to a straight line. To describe these
angles we use different expressions for their position:

OS 11.3

Parallel and
Intersecting Lines

T sketches the figures, marking
the angles of the quadrilateral in
Q5, and asks for the sizes of the
angles marked.
Agreement, re-measuring,
feedback. Praising.

Activity 11.1 appears on OHP
with only Q1 visible.
Individual work.
Before Ps start, discussion
between T and Ps leads to
realisation that the figure is
similar to the one in the final task
of the previous lesson (two pairs
of parallel lines forming a
parallelogram). So Ps can use the
same method as before to
determine the sizes of all the
other 15 angles.
Checking: volunteer Ps come and
mark angles at each vertex with
'a' or 'b a= ° −180 '.
Agreement, feedback, self-
correction. Praising.

Whole class activity.
T uncovers the figure for Q2 (c)
on OHP, marks one of the 12
angles on it as 'a', and asks Ps to
determine the other angles. (One
volunteer P answers for each
intersection.)
After finding the other five 'a's
and the six 'b's, (b a= ° −180 ),
Ps copy the diagram with all
angles marked into their Ex.Bs.

Whole class activity.

T puts OS 11.3 on OHP with the
lower half covered.
Firstly T names 'a' and 'b' as
vertically opposite angles and
asks Ps to find more vertically(continued)
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3

checking

24 mins

4A Practice naming the pairs of angles

OS 11.4 A. also naming the pairs

e.g:

P
1
: a = °50 , because 'a' and 130 °  are supplementary angles.

P
2
: b = °130 , because they are vertically opposite angles.

( c = °50 , corresponding angles/vertically opposite;

 d = °50 , corresponding angles

e = °130 , corresponding angles/supplementary angles

f = °50 , corresponding/supplementary/opposite angles

g = °130 , corresponding/supplementary/opposite angles )

4B Further practice

OS 11.4 B. (also naming the pairs)

( a = °138 , supplementary angles

 b = °42 , alternate angles

 c = °138 , opposite angles

 d = °42 , corresponding angles)

35 mins

5 Individual work
PB 11.2, Q2 (b)
e.g:

P
1
: b = ° − ° = °180 40 140 , because they are supplementary angles;

 'a' and 'b' are also supplementary angles, while 'c' and 'b' are
vertically opposite angles, that is why a = °40  and c = °140 .

P
2
: a = °40  because they are alternate angles, while both 'b' and 'c'

are supplementary with 'a', so b c= = °140 .

etc.
41 mins

6 Whole class practice

T: Let's look at a diagram that's slightly different.

PB 11.2, Q6

e.g:

P
1
: c = °50 , since they are alternate angles.

UNIT 11 Lesson Plan 2
Angles,
Bearings
and Maps

Parallel and
Intersecting Lines

opposite pairs of angles on the
diagram.  Then T does the same
with corresponding, etc. angles.
Some minutes later, T uncovers
the lower half of the sheet,
sketches a table on BB and asks
Ps to copy the figure from OS
into their Ex.Bs and to complete
the table.
Next, verbal checking that
correct pairs of angles are in
each column of the table.
(Correction/) Praising.

Vertically Corresponding Alternate Supplementary
Opposite Angles Angles Angles
Angles

a b= a c= b c= a e+ = °180

c d= b d= e b+ = °180

e f= ...

c e+ = °180

Whole class activity.  Ps look at
diagram in PB and T sketches it
on BB.

T encourages Ps to find
connections between the angles
and explain them in front of the

(continued)

(continued)

Whole class activity.

Task appears on OHP.

To memorise the names Ps have
just studied, T encourages slower
Ps to come to front, fill in the
gaps and explain their reasoning.
(T might have to help them to
practice new names.)

Agreement. Praising.

Individual work, monitored,
helped.

Checking: T sketches the diagram
on BB and asks alternative ways
to find the solution.

Agreement. Praising.

Feedback, self-correction.
Praising.

Individual work. Ps copy the
figure into their Ex.Bs and then
find the angles and also write
down the names of the pairs.

Checking at OHP: explanations at
front as before.

Agreement, feedback, self-
correction. Praising.
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6 P
2
: 'b' is the supplementary angle of both 50 °  and 'c', so b = °130 .

T (to a slower P):  Could you find similar connections on the other
side of the diagram?

etc. ( a b c d e= ° = ° = ° = ° = °100 130 50 30 150, , , , )

45 mins

Set homework

PB 11.2, Q2 (d)

PB 11.2, Q5

PB 11.2, Q7

class.

Agreement, praising. Ps draw
and write in Ex.Bs.

UNIT 11 Lesson Plan 2
Angles,
Bearings
and Maps

Parallel and
Intersecting Lines

(continued)
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Bearings

1 Checking homework

PB 11.2, Q2 (d) Diagram shown in PB
a = °81 ,  supplementary angles;

b = °99 ,  supplementary angles (and vertically opposite angles);

c = °81 ,  supplementary angles

d = °99 ,  supplementary angles (and corresponding angles)

PB 11.2, Q5
(133 47 47° ° °, , )

PB 11.2, Q7 Diagram shown in PB
(a)  b = °37 , supplementary angles;

c = °37 , alternate angles;

a b c+ + = °180 , angles in a triangle

a = °106

(b)  Isosceles triangle

6 mins

2 Revising compass directions

T: Do you remember the half-lines we made from drinking straws?
I have some here for you.

T: Now hold up your straws and position them so that they both point
upwards from the starting point.  You will move only one of them,
keeping the other in this position.  If you imagine a map in front of
you, what direction does the upright straw show? (North)

T: Show me 'east' with the moving straw.

T: What angle has the straw turned through? ( 90 ° )

T: In what directions? (It turned clockwise)

T: Which direction is opposite east? (West)

T: Show me with the straw, please, ... What angle does the straw turn
through from north to west? ( 90 °  anticlockwise)

T: Or? ( 270 °clockwise)

T: ... turning from north to south? (180 °)

T: In which direction? (Either clockwise or anticlockwise)

T: Now I will give you instructions for turning your straws, each time
starting from north and moving clockwise:

Turn through 30 °

... 45°   What direction is your straw facing?(NE)

... 180 °

... 200 °

... 200 °

... 359°   How else could you face this direction?
(By turning 1° anticlockwise)

T: What angle have you turned through from north to NW
clockwise?  Count in a clever way!

(Since NW is 45°  anticlockwise, it is
360 45 315° − ° = °  clockwise)

T has asked three Ps to sketch on
BB the diagrams as soon as they
arrive.
T asks Ps to explain at BB how
the solutions can be found, by
using (and naming) the special
angles learnt in the previous
lesson.
Agreement, feedback, self-
correction. Praising.

Ps show directions T asks and
answer questions.

(continued)

Whole class activity/mental
work to recall turns and compass
directions, which will lead to the
introduction of bearings.
T gives out the half-lines (two
plastic drinking straws joined
together at one of their ends) to
help slower Ps to think, and to be
able to check that Ps are
understanding correctly.

133˚
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and Maps

2 T: Does it make any difference if a ship sails 45°  clockwise or
anticlockwise from north?  ... We must be clear in what we mean.
Why do we use north as the starting direction?

(We have to use a direction and
conventionally this is north)

T: So both 'north' and 'clockwise' are only conventions but they are
used in navigation and in many other situations; the angle you turn
through clockwise from north to face any direction is called the
'bearing'.

OS 11.5

T: As you can see, bearings are always given as three figures.

T: So what is the bearing of NW? ( 315°)

T: What is your bearing if you are travelling east? ( 090 °)

T: On what bearing is a ship travelling if it is sailing north?
( 000 °)

20 mins

3 Practice with bearings - individual work

PB 11.3, Q2

24 mins

4 Practice with bearings - whole class activity

OS 11.6

P
1
: First we match the points O and A, then place our protractor onto

the triangle NOA so that O is the starting point and N is at 0 ° .

We read the angle at A ... Here it is 45° , so the bearing of A from

O is 045° .

etc.  P
2
:  ... (B from O: 090 ° ;   C from O: 150 ° ;

D from O: 235° ;  E from O: 325°)

T: But how should the ship sail when it returns from A to O ?
(We must use the bearing of O from A)

T: How do we find this?
(Since here A is the starting point, we have

to start a half line to north from it)

T: Who'd like to determine the bearing of O to A at OHP? ...

T (after P has drawn the half line north): Will you use your protractor?

P
3
: No(continued)

(continued)

Bearings

After introducing bearings, T puts
OS 11.5 on OHP to illustrate the
information discussed so far.

Individual work.
T removes OS 11.5 from OHP,
but suggests that slower Ps draw
a compass rose in Ex.Bs if they
need it as a reminder. (T monitors
their work and helps if
necessary.)
Verbal checking. Agreement,
feedback, self-correction.
Praising.

Direction Bearing

N 000 °
NE 045°
W 270 °
SW 225°

Whole class activity.
Task appears on OHP and each
P has a copy of OS to follow
what is happening at OHP.
Two volunteer Ps are asked to
determine the bearings of,
firstly, A and then E, from O,
using their protractors on OHP
(showing and explaining how to
measure a reflex bearing). The
other Ps listen and do the same
on their sheet. T monitors Ps'
work, checking that they place
the protractor on the diagram
correctly.
Then discussion follows, and T
introduces back bearings.

Volunteer P comes to OHP to
determine the bearing.  T helps P
to recognise the connection
between bearing and back bearing,
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Bearings

4 T: But?

P
3
: Since this bearing is a reflex angle, we can measure the angles

which completes it to 360 ° . But that is the supplementary angle

of 45° , so (writes on BB):

180 45 135° − ° = °

And the bearing of O from A is (writes on BB):

360 135 225° − ° = °

T: Compare it with the bearing of A from O.

P
3
: It's larger by 180 ° .

T: Could anyone show another or a shorter way? ... Look at the
information we already have ...

P
4
: If we lengthen the section OA we get a corresponding angle with

45° . So  we have to add 180 °  to it ...

( O from B: 270 ° ;  O from C: 330 °
O from D: 045° ;  O from E:  145° )

35 mins

5 Practice determining bearings

PB 11.3, Q3,  determining the bearings of the Quay, Church and
Mine from the Tower.

(Quay from Tower: 043° ;  Church from Tower: 267°
Mine from Tower: 309° )

40 mins

6 Practice using bearings

Atom Ant, standing in a field, receives the following
commands on his receiver-transmitter :

"Go 5 cm on a bearing of 030 ° , pick up the crumb
you'll find there and return to our hill by walking
another 5 cm on a bearing of 150 ° ."

How far was Ant from the hill, and on what bearing,
when he received the commands?

Solution:  5 cm from the hill on a bearing of 270 ° .

45 mins

Set homework

(1) Complete PB 11.3, Q3

(2) PB 11.3, Q5

(3) Walking 4 cm E, then 4 cm S, give the distance and the
bearing on which Atom Ant can return to his starting
position.

(continued) Volunteer P comes to front,
shows/draws and explains at
OHP. T agrees and praises, then
initiates the idea of 'back
bearing' (or reciprocal bearing).
Then T asks 1-2 volunteer Ps to
determine the next bearings/
back bearings, finally
encouraging slower Ps to do the
same.
Agreement, praising, Ps listen
and work on their sheets.

Individual work, monitored,
helped.
Verbal checking: agreement,
feedback. Praising.
T asks Ps to help the others (by
seating), who had difficulties, to
correct their mistakes.

Task appears on OHP.
One of Ps reads out the task, and
T gives Ps 1-2 minutes to try to
sketch what happens.
Then discussion follows,
drawing diagrams on BB and
agreeing on the correct one,
recognising the equilateral
triangle and giving the answer.

Praising.
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UNIT 11 Lesson Plan 4 Scale Drawings
Probability -
Two Events

1 Checking homework, and more:

1A T: In the previous lesson we studied bearings.  What is a bearing?
(A bearing is an angle we have to turn through

clockwise from north to face a direction.
It is given as three figures.)

T: What were the bearings of the Beach and the Lighthouse from the
Tower in the first homework exercise? (133°  and 230 ° )

T: What were the answers to questions (a) - (c) in the second
homework exercise? (A from C: 313°

B from A: 075°
C from B: 212 ° )

 T: What type of bearing is the bearing of B from C?
(It is the back bearing or reciprocal bearing of C from B)

T: What is the connection between them?
(One of them is 180 °  larger than the other)

T: So the answer to question (d)? ( 032 °)

T: What have we used when stating the connection between the two
types of bearing?

(Our knowledge about different pairs of angles)

1B Mental work

T: Let's look at them.

M 11.2, Q2

e.g.: (a)

P: Since 'a' and 'b' are supplementary angles, b a= ° − = °180 147 .

etc.

1C Continuing mental work

T: When working with bearings, particularly when using a map, we
need to know the connections between compass directions.

M 11.2, Q1, Q3, Q4

1D Homework exercise (3)

T: Let's look at ant's journey and his return in the third homework
exercise ...

While homework is being
checked, T makes Ps review
(including mental work) what
they have covered in this topic
so far.

18 mins

A volunteer P sketches Ant's
journey on BB.

Agreeing that Pythagoras'
Theorem should be used when
finding the distance of the return

journey 4 2 5 66 cm  cm≈( ).

because the diagram shows a right-
angled triangle and that the bearing
is 315° because the right-angled
triangle is isosceles.

Agreement, feedback, self-
correction. Praising.

Agreement, feedback, self-
correction. Praising.

T puts the 'Information Sheet' for
M 11.2 on OHP and asks (aloud)
the questions from Q2. Ps
pointed to also have to give
reasons for their answers -
slower Ps are helped.

Agreement. Praising.

Mental work continues, but
slower Ps can use their Ex.Bs to
draw (T gives them a short time
to think before continuing).

Agreement, praising at each
question.

4 cm

O
4 cm
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2 Scale drawings and further work with bearings

T: We were lucky when determining bearings in the last question, but
sometimes the data is not so straightforward. What do we do then?

(We have to construct the problem and measure the angles)

T: But our world is a bit larger than the ants' world.
(We can use scale drawings)

T: Good. Let's try it!

OS 11.7

P
1
: With this scale, the actual distance of 20 km will be represented

by 4 cm on the map ... (draws it on a bearing of 120 ° , using
protractor and ruler on OS).

P
2
: We'll get the actual distance from the starting point by measuring

and converting it on the plan  ...  (measures)  ...  8.9 cm on the
map, that represents (writes on BB):

8 9 5 44 5. .× = km  km

in reality.
T: Can you see something on the map that might be helpful?
P

3
: The triangle looks like a right-angled one.

T: Can you prove it?
P

4
: Lengthening the 40 km long section, we get a corresponding angle

with 30 ° , which is part of the bearing of 120 ° .  That is why the

other part is 90 °  ...

T: Check the result using Pythagoras' theorem.

P
5
 (at BB):   d2 = +40 202 2

d = +1600 400

d ≈ 44 7.  km   correct to 1 d.p.

P
6
 (measures at OHP):  237°

28 mins

3 Individual work - scale drawings and bearings

PB11.4, Q1 ((a)  Measured:  215 m

        Using Pythagoras' Theorem:

d2 = +200 802 2

d   = +40 000 6400

   d    ≈ 215 4.  m

          (b) 248°

36 mins

UNIT 11 Lesson Plan 4
Angles,
Bearings
and Maps

Scale Drawings

Whole class activity.

Task appears on OHP.
Volunteer Ps suggest, show and
explain solution at OHP, and
each P is given a copy and
writes solution on it.

N

A

O

B200 m

80 m

Scale:  1 cm = 20 m

(Starting Position)

Finally T asks a slower P to
measure the bearing on returning.
Agreement.  Praising.

Individual work, monitored,
helped.

Before starting the work, T and
Ps agree on the scale: e.g. 1 cm
represents 20 m (or 40 m).

Checking: volunteer P sketches
the problem on BB. T asks who
used Pythagoras' Theorem and
who measured and converted
the distances →  comparing the
results, then showing how to
measure the bearing.

Agreement, feedback, self-
correction. Praising.

30˚

120˚

B

O

A

4 cm8 cm

(Sketch)
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4 Individual work

OS 11.8, also determining the distance sailed on the second leg of
the journey.

(Bearing 070 ° ;   Distance  93 km)

43 mins

5 A problem to think about!

A hunter walked 10 km S, then 10 km W and then 10 km N,
where he killed a bear.  He looked around and found himself
at his starting point.

What colour was the bear?

45 mins

Set homework

PB 11.4, Q3

PB 11.4, Q5

UNIT 11 Lesson Plan 4
Angles,
Bearings
and Maps

Scale Drawings

Individual work after whole
class discussion of the OHP.

T puts OS 11.8 on OHP and
asks a volunteer P to complete
the map on OS with the final
position of the ship
(approximately).

T praises, then gives each P a
copy of the OS to work on.

Verbal checking of the results.

Agreement, feedback, self-
correction. Praising.

A question that will make Ps
think about compass directions
in another way.

Problem appears on OHP; Ps
may write it in Ex.Bs and guess
at the answer, but T doesn't give
the solution - leaves discussion
until next lesson.

Note: there is another place on
the globe where the end point of
a journey like this can also be
its starting point. (But white
bears don't live there!)


